The innovative automated 3D modeling procedure presented here was used to reconstruct a Cultural Heritage (CH) object by means of an unmanned aerial vehicle. Using a motion capture system, a small low-cost quadrotor equipped with a miniature low-resolution Raspberry Pi camera module was accurately controlled in the closed loop mode and made to follow a trajectory around the artifact. A two-stage process ensured the accuracy of the 3D reconstruction process. The images taken during the first circular trajectory were used to draw the artifact's shape. The second trajectory was smartly and autonomously adjusted to match the artifact's shape, then it provides new pictures taken close to the artifact and, thus, greatly improves the final 3D reconstruction in terms of the completeness, accuracy and quickness, in particular where the artifact's shape is complex. The results obtained here using close-range photogrammetric methods show that the process of automated 3D model reconstruction based on a robotized quadrotor using a motion capture system is a realistic approach, which could provide a suitable new digital conservation tool in the cultural heritage field.
Introduction
Reality-based modeling of Cultural Heritage (CH) objects, such as architectural features and archaeological fragments, has been attracting attention as a means of promoting conservation, documentation and even restoration. One example is the digital Michelangelo project [1] , which pioneered the use of computer graphics in the CH domain. Many costly technologies developed for digital sampling purposes, such as 3D scanning methods, can be used for 3D digitization of CH artifact [2] [3] [4] . Recent technologies for creating reality-based digital footprints have provided researchers with high resolution, high-precision and the latest easy-to-use tools. 3D scanning devices and algorithms have made automated image acquisition and processing easily accessible. The improved efficiency of close-range photogrammetric methods in terms of their completeness, accuracy and quickness should lead to the development of flexible frameworks for using these new surveying techniques to transmit knowledge around the world. The complete automation of the whole 3D digitization pipeline will soon make it possible to create huge collections of digital models, and the future development of reproducible processes will no doubt open new paths for monitoring the aging of CH artifacts.
From the practical point of view, projects for the digitization of our CH will have to take the available time, lighting conditions and transportation possibilities into account. Projects of this kind will therefore require low-cost scanning devices and inexpensive 3D acquisition methods based on digital photography. Projects of this kind may therefore require low-cost scanning devices and inexpensive 3D acquisition methods based on digital photography. However, depending on the requirements of the CH reconstruction, it is well established that low-cost solutions are not always the best ones compared to the relatively low-cost solutions. In [5] , an innovative low-cost, open-source automated prototype including both hardware and software for the large-scale 3D acquisition of images of archaeological remains was presented. However, previous studies on the automation of data acquisition systems were performed on a restricted set of CH objects with similar morphological features and dimensions. The approach presented in the present paper could lead to the development of an adaptive procedure, which is applicable to all contexts, dimensions and shapes using the benefits of miniature Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) data acquisition and processing methods and devices. The advanced automatic image processing pipeline based on the free open-source MicMac-Apero toolchain presented in [6] [7] [8] is an important step forward in view of its advanced parameter tuning process and the reliability of its 3D reconstruction performances. One issue which constantly arises with digital photogrammetric methods is the quality of the reconstruction, which depends on parameters, such as the texture of the objects targeted, their scale and their optical characteristics. A reference scale of features has to be used to convert the digital data collected into an absolute spatial reference system. Dense stereo-matching is usually performed on an unknown relative scale until the operator has introduced at least one real ground-truth measurement. In addition, the quality of digital photogrammetry depends greatly on the camera work and the viewpoint: it is usually very difficult in fact to cover the entire targeted object.
In robotic applications, an autonomous robotic 3D modeling system that is able to completely scan objects of any shape has been presented in [9] . The robot is moved along a continuous scan path while a statue is being scanned with the attached laser stripe profiler. UAVs are another field in which some interesting new methods are developing that can be applied to photogrammetry. In [10] , a specific operational pipeline was tested in the Theater in Pompeii (Italy), based on the use of unmanned airborne vehicles. The aim of this study was to combine the flying abilities and skills of UAVs with the latest 3D digitization methods. A method is presented for carrying out fast 3D reconstruction on cultural heritage treasures with a small, inexpensive photographic sensor and an UAV, which was tested in a flight test arena, which was used for conducting experiments in the field of aerial robotics [11, 12] . We also describe the steps in an automated process designed for these reconstruction purposes. In particular, the shape of the object of interest derived thanks to the acquisition during the first trajectory is used to generate the complex shape of the second robot's trajectory that hugs the complex shape of the artifact to provide a new set of pictures taken from a new viewpoint, most of the time closer to the artifact. The design of the data acquisition protocol is optimized to deliver photographs of sufficiently high quality to accurately produce the 3D documentation of the artifact. The hardware and software used for the image acquisition and to generate clouds of points are presented in Section 2. The 3D reconstruction procedure is described in Section 2.4, and the experimental results are presented in Section 3.
Materials and Methods

A Quadrotor for an Automated Photogrammetric 3D Reconstruction System
All of the following experiments were carried out with the replica of the capital of an Ionic column (height: ∼0.4 m; width: ∼0.5 m; side length: ∼0.6 m) shown in Figure 1 , in the 6 × 8 × 6 m 3 flying arena in Marseilles, which is equipped with 17 Vicon cameras. The 17 motion capture cameras are used to get the absolute positions and the velocities of the flying robot in real time and therefore, to precisely estimate the position of the flying robot in the arena. In addition, the 17 motion capture cameras help scaling the 3D reconstruction by giving the position of the cameras onboard the quadrotor. More specifically, this section includes a description of the system and the software used to perform the 3D reconstruction of the capital. The flying test arena in Marseilles with its 17 Vicon cameras can be used to control the quadrotor's trajectory around the artifact. The ground-truth Vicon system provides the position of the quadrotor used for monitoring purposes, which is necessary to control in a closed loop.
Hardware Presentation
Since the heritage object targeted must not be damaged, one of the challenges in this project was to use a stable, lightweight platform for taking in-flight photographs. Figure 2 shows the X4-MaG quadrotor used for the photographic acquisition of the capital, which was first presented in [13] in the form of a small, low-cost, open-source vehicle. The system is not equipped with a GPS system, as the flying arena equipped with 17 cameras-based motion capture system is the positioning system. The quadrotor was equipped here with a Gumstix Overo, an embedded high level controller programmed via the MATLAB/Simulink toolbox RT-MaG [14] . This powerful computer-on-module is able to run Simulink models in real time using the RT-MaG toolbox. Another Simulink model is run in real time on a host computer. The host model sends setpoints by WiFi to the embedded Gumstix, can be used to tune control parameters and monitors the vehicle's position. The quadrotor is stabilized in pitch and roll thanks to its onboard Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), and its trajectory can therefore be fully piloted via MATLAB/Simulink from the ground station. It can be accurately located thanks to its 5 marker spheres and the external Vicon motion capture system with which the flying arena is equipped. This ground-truth device provides the robot's position and is involved in a closed loop control process.
Raspberry camera module
Gumstix
Odroid W Given the low maximum payload allowance of the X4-MaG quadrotor (∼100 grams), a light Raspberry Camera Module and an Odroid W board were used for the photograph acquisition (see Figure 2) . The camera module specifications are detailed in Table 1 . The camera module weighs 3 grams: it has a resolution of 5 Mpx, a field of view of (53.50 ± 0.13) × (41.41 ± 0.11 ) degrees and a sensor image area of 3.76 × 2.74 mm 2 . The camera has been calibrated using the Fraser self-calibration model [15] . Nevertheless, no color calibration has been processed. The initial calibration dataset has been acquired in the optimum context with regards the camera parameters and the lighting condition with a calibration test object made for self-calibration using a random RGB pattern. The result is depicted in the second table in Section 3 with a residue equal to 0.37 px. The 15-gram Odroid W board equipped with a WiFi dongle sends pictures directly to the host station via FTP transfer and makes it possible to tune the Raspberry camera module parameters, including gain (ISO), manual white balance, image quality and shutter speed. It was decided to use two different WiFi connections to improve the speed of the FTP transfer. Figure 3 shows the connections between the various systems used in the reconstruction.
GROUND-TRUTH VICON SYSTEM
UART connection • A Vicon motion capture system accurately determines the position and orientation of the robot at a frequency of 500 Hz. The round-trip latency (the time taken to travel through the local Ethernet network) between the computer and the VICON R system is very short (<12 ms).
• A ground station PC 1 runs a Simulink host model in real time using QUARC R software (from Quanser): via WiFi 1, the Simulink-based program sends the 3D position given by the Vicon system to the high level controller onboard the quadrotor. It also monitors the robot's position and sends setpoints to the embedded quadrotor autopilot.
• A ground station PC 2 equipped with MicMac receives via WiFi 2 the pictures of the capital taken in flight from the Odroid and the orientation files from PC 1. All of the MicMac calculations and point cloud generation processes were carried out in this ground station called PC 2.
• the X4-MaG quadrotor with a Gumstix Overo computer-on-Module that receives its 3D position and setpoints from PC 1 and can compute its trajectory autonomously. An Odroid W board equipped with a Raspberry Camera Module takes pictures of the capital and sends the inflight photographs to PC 2 by WiFi 2. The Odroid board also communicates with the Gumstix thanks to a UART serial connection and enables us to record the camera's position while the photograph acquisition is being performed.
MicMac: A Tool for Photogrammetric 3D Reconstruction
The latest tools for the dense matching of the APERO/MICMAC photogrammetric toolchain were used to enhance the automation of the data processing. This open-source solution provides a flexible framework that has been tuned to get the optimum result possible with this experimental data acquisition procedure. However, MicMac still uses the classical image-based 3D modeling steps. The theoretical pipeline consists of:
• Tie-point extraction (using the/an SIFT algorithm) and image-pair recognition, • Internal and external calibrations and global orientation of each image based on bundle adjustment, • Dense image matching, resulting in the final point cloud.
For each step, optimized parameters have been set in order to reduce the computation time while increasing the robustness and ensure a reasonable level of accuracy. The whole pipeline was compiled in shell script to obtain fully automatic data processing and a reproducible process.
3D Reconstruction Procedure
In this section, it is proposed to present the 3D reconstruction method used on the capital. The robot's trajectories and the photogrammetric algorithms will be described. The picture acquisition procedure was divided into two steps. An initial trajectory was performed in order to obtain a sparse point cloud and feedback about the object's shape and position. A second trajectory was then performed closer to the capital, in which more detailed pictures were obtained using the information collected in the first trajectory.
Overview of the Procedure
The 3D reconstruction method used is presented in Figure 4 . Two sets of 180 photographs were used to obtain the final reconstruction: one set resulting from the original circular trajectory described in Section 2.4.2 and the other set resulting from the induced trajectory described in Section 2.4.3. Pictures were taken approximately every 2 s to ensure good coverage of the object targeted and acceptable quality of the images. As soon as the photos had been taken, they were immediately transferred to the MicMac ground station to be processed. Since the MicMac software (operating in the fully automatic mode) defined a relative spatial reference system, MicMac had to be provided with the camera's position given by the Vicon system in an absolute spatial reference system. The camera lens was previously internally calibrated on a self-calibration rig in terms of intrinsic parameters and deformations. This calibration step aimed to minimize the undesirable effects of the in-flight photo-shooting (such as vibrations, motion-blur, etc.) using the Fraser model [15] : the bundle adjustment and a final reprojection error of 0.37 pixel were achieved. In order to obtain fast computations, tie-point extraction procedure was carried out on half-sized pictures with a circular strategy, using 12 adjacent pictures for image-pair recognition purposes. The average number of tie-points per picture was 12,000. A special feature of MicMac for advanced tie-point detection [8] was used to increase the number of homologous points used to build the sparse point cloud, thus facilitating the auto-computation of the second trajectory described in Section 2.4.3. In order to remove the maximum of outliers, a threshold was applied to filter any point having a residue higher than 2 pixels. During the generation of the sparse point cloud composed of the tie-point, those with a residue higher than 2 pixels have been discarded because those outliers could be problematic for the construction of the α-shape-based second trajectory. MicMac is a really demanding algorithm in the dense matching process; thus, every pixel with a residue higher than this threshold of uncertainty (2 pixels) will not be calculated. The same input parameters were used in both trajectories, and the specific adjustments made in each case are described below. Auto to to toma ma ma ma ma ma ma ma ma ma ma ma ma ma ma ma ma ma ma ma mate tr tr tr tr tr traj aj aj aj aj aj ajec ec ec ec ec ec ec ec ecto to to to to to to to tory ry ry ry ge ge ge ge ge gene ne ne ne ne ne ne ne ne ne ne ne nera ra ra ra ra ra ra rati ti ti ti ti ti ti ti tion on on on Orientation file generation Orient nt nt nt nt nt nt nt nt ntat at at at at at at at at at at at at at at at at at atio fi fi fi fi fi fi fi fi file le le le le le ge ge ge ge gene ne ne ne ne ne ne ne ne ne ne ne nera ra ra ra ra ra rati ti ti ti ti ti ti ti tion on on on Orientation file generation Orient nt nt nt nt nt nt ntat at at at at at at at at at at at at at at at at at at atio io io ion fi fi fi fi fi fi fi fi file le le le le le le le le le gene ne ne ne ne ne ne nera ra ra ra ra ra ra rati ti ti ti ti ti ti tion on on on Inputs consisting of the photographs, the camera's positions and the internal calibration were delivered to the MicMac for processing. MicMac first generated a sparse point cloud, which was used to generate the second trajectory. Further calculations in MicMac's epipolar dense matching mode resulted in the generation of a dense point cloud. Lastly, the two dense point clouds were combined, giving the final reconstruction.
First Trajectory: A Fast 3D Reconstruction Method
The first step in the automated generation of the 3D model reconstruction consisted of taking a circular path around the capital while the embedded Raspberry Pi camera was taking photographs, as shown in Figure 5 . The aim of this first trajectory was three-fold: (i) first to determine whether the quality of the photographs taken onboard was good enough for photogrammetric 3D reconstruction purposes; (ii) secondly to obtain a sparse reconstruction of the capital in order to extract information about the object, such as its dimensions, its shape and its exact position in the arena; and (iii) thirdly, to obtain the photographs required for the final dense reconstruction.
The position and angular errors are the differences between the position and angle estimated by MicMac and the absolute ones given by the Vicon ground-truth system. The errors are presented in Table 2 . The exterior orientation is provided here by the Vicon ground-truth system. It gives an absolute scale in cm. The absolute position is therefore converted into the MicMac orientation XML file as an initial solution for the MicMac bundle adjustment algorithm. It was indispensable for the robot to be stable and accurate enough to prevent it from colliding with the object targeted. It was also essential to limit the robot's vibrations so that the images would not be blurred. A constant speed of 2.5 cm·s −1 and a constant altitude of 1.2 m were therefore imposed on the robot in order to ensure homogeneous coverage and high-quality images.
As explained above in Section 2.4.1, a MicMac orientation matching step using data from the motion capture system was necessary to obtain trustworthy information about the capital's position in the flying arena and its dimensions. The photogrammetric software used in the automatic mode estimated only the cameras' relative positions (no absolute positions) with a random scale and a random triaxial reference frame. A slight mismatch therefore existed between the camera positions estimated by MicMac and given by the Vicon system. Two solutions to this problem were tested: first, generating the XML orientation files directly from the data collected by Vicon or replacing the XML orientation files given by MicMac by the result of the affine transformation matching the camera relative positions estimated by MicMac with the absolute position given by the Vicon ground-truth system. Although both methods worked satisfactorily, the matching solution was somewhat more accurate and gave much finer results. We therefore opted for the second solution using an Iterative Closest Point (ICP) matching algorithm. Figure 6 shows the orientation matching between the camera positions determined by MicMac and in the Vicon coordinate system. The ICP algorithm used was mostly inspired by [16] : the final goal was to minimize the difference between two clouds of points.
The ICP algorithm computed the transformation incrementally, combining translations and rotations in order to minimize the mean square error between a reference point cloud, v i (in this case, the camera positions given by Vicon), and a data point cloud, m i (in this case, the camera positions delivered by MicMac). The ICP algorithm we used involves four main stages: (i) for each point in the data point cloud m i , find the nearest neighboring point in the target point cloud v i ; (ii) find the transformation that minimizes the point-to-point mean square error cost function presented in (1); (iii) apply this transformation to the set of data points; and lastly, (iv) iterate the procedure with the new transformed set of points.
where n is the number of points in the point cloud sets and R and − → T are the rotation and translation computed by the ICP algorithm at each step.
At the first iteration, we evaluate the homothety between the two point clouds that minimizes the mean square distance required to rescale the MicMac point cloud. Although ICP algorithms are usually used with the nearest neighbor algorithm for matching points, the point matching was constrained here because the points were already properly sorted in both sets. The algorithm was then iterated 50 times. The positioning errors presented in Table 3 can be explained by:
• errors made by MicMac when calculating the first camera position, • lack of synchronization in the camera triggering, • errors in the ICP matching algorithm, • positioning errors made by Vicon (∼mm). 
Mean Error Max Error Standard Deviation
Camera position (cm) 2.5 8.3 1.4 Camera direction ( • ) 3.2 9.2 1.6
We were therefore able to match the random spatial representation given by MicMac with the Vicon reference frame. The results obtained in this preliminary task enabled us to extract relevant information about the capital's exact position and dimensions and to plot true-to-scale 3D point clouds.
Second Trajectory: Smart Trajectory Depending on the Artifact's Shape
Based on the previous step, we were able to plot a true-to-scale sparse point cloud representing the capital during the first trajectory, which is presented in blue in Figure 7 . To improve the dense reconstruction, a second trajectory taking the target object's morphology closely into account was generated. In black, the capital's shape and its center as computed by the α-shape algorithm [17] . In blue, top view of the sparse 3D point cloud generated on the basis of the photographs taken during the first trajectory. The first and second trajectory's position setpoints are also shown. The second trajectory was determined by dilating the 2D capital's shape with a safety distance of 50 cm.
The idea here was to extract the shape of the capital in the horizontal plane in order to generate a suitable trajectory. The sparse point cloud previously generated was projected onto the XY plane as indicated in blue in Figure 7 . For this purpose, a 2D shape-fitting technique known as α-shape was applied to the sparse point cloud generated during the first trajectory. The α-shape concept, which was first introduced by Edelsbrunner et al. [17] , is an extension of the concept of convex hulls. α-shapes depend on a parameter α ranging between 0 and infinity that determines the refinement of the shape of a set of points. A point is α-extreme if there is an empty disk, the radius of which α has this point on its boundary. The α-shape is the straight line graph connecting all of the α-extreme points. In our calculations, the radius used for the α-shape computation is equal to 0.18. Once the α-shape algorithm had been performed, the outline was smoothed with a Bezier curve process, giving the black shape in Figure 7 . The shape-induced trajectory is then obtained by homothety, leaving a safety distance of 50 cm from the capital.
The 3D view of the induced fitted trajectory is presented in Figure 8 , giving the position and orientation errors shown in Table 4 . At this point, the idea is to use the results obtained in the first trajectory and straightforwardly merge them with the second one. First, tie-points for the second dataset are extracted using the same parameters as in the previous step. Both datasets are then linked together using a specific strategy to match all possible pairs of images in between the two flights. Pictures of the rectified trajectory are subsequently integrated into the previously calculated ground-truth orientation system. All of the camera positions occurring during the first flight are frozen, which means that only those occurring during the second trajectory are added to the absolute spatial reference frame. Lastly, the dense matching is computed based on both trajectories, using all 360 images. The algorithm, which is set in the epipolar correlation mode, automatically identifies the best stereographic pairs and computes the dense point cloud. In the present case, the density was set so as to obtain 1 point per 16 pixels, although this ratio could be decreased without any serious loss of accuracy. In order to assess the quality of this 3D reconstruction, it was compared with a non-embedded and non-automated data acquisition device (a Nikon D90 reflex camera), as discussed in the following section. 
Results
The aim of these experiments was to find a means of acquiring data in situations where classical approaches are not appropriate. The target object, an Ionic column's capital replica, was chosen because of its complex shape, which could be difficult to handle by a standard 3D digitization process. In the proposed approach, using photography as visual data and thanks to an automated controlled quadrotor, we aim at obtaining a good quality 3D photogrammetric model despite the complex geometry of the target object. In the literature, the standard approach, which implies a quadrotor for remote sensing, consists of 3D model reconstruction with a photogrammetric texture. In [18] , a new topography of an archaeological site was produced using drone-derived 3D photogrammetry combined with GPS data. A 3D model with a photogrammetric texture is provided. The purpose of the technique proposed in the present paper consists of precisely reconstructing the CH in order to detect any deterioration and morphological evolution over time. We propose in this innovative work an automated and object-based approach, which takes into account the morphology of the CH by means of an open-source hardware and an open-source software. The automated technique consists of adapting the acquisition protocol. The goal is to precisely reconstruct the CH in order to detect any deterioration and morphological evolution over time. This paper includes a comparison with respect to a manual acquisition using a 12.9-megapixel reflex camera operated by an photographer from the ground. The camera generally used these days in the field of image-based modeling is a DSLR (Digital Single-Lens Reflex) with a CMOS APS-C sensor (such as the Nikon D90 camera used here to obtain the reference data). However, there exists a huge gap of quality and price between a camera of this kind and the Raspberry Pi Camera device, which has a much smaller sensor size, resolution and pixel size (see Table 5 ). The aim of the device comparison was to set a reasonably comparable framework, simulating a hand-made acquisition with classical equipment from the ground with low-cost robotized equipment and the innovative part of the automation of data acquisition and processing. In the comparison test, the Nikon model has been proportionally subsampled during the dense matching process to fit the maximum density reachable with our method. It clearly highlights the ability of our method to obtain similar results with a DSLR with the difference that we succeed in filling occlusion thanks to an automated two-step shape-adapted trajectory generation.
The raw 3D reconstructions of the capital obtained during the different acquisition steps are shown in Figure 9 : those screen-shots depict the improvement thanks to the two-step 3D reconstruction. According to the slightly difference sensor size presented in Table 5 , the number of pictures taken with the Raspberry camera is much higher than with the Nikon D90 in order to obtain similar results with the two devices. We observed that in the 3D model presented in Figure 9b ,c, some occluded areas were filled in thanks to the data obtained in the second flight, giving a final picture that closely matched the shape of the ionic capital. The results presented in Table 6 are described in terms of the Ground Sample Distance (GSD), which is the main index used to assess the spatial and metric resolution of an image-based model. The GSD is defined by the relation expressed in (2) between the focal length f, the distance from the object D and the pixel size Px:
The larger the GSD, the lower the spatial resolution of the digital model will be. However, the GSD does not take into account the sensor's imprecision or image quality (i.e., the noise, pixel interpolation, etc.), which depends mainly on the sensor's pixel density (the number of pixels with respect to the sensor's size). We therefore introduced the crop-factor (the ratio between the sensor area and the full-frame reference format) as a multiplier to define the graphical error, and the metric residue therefore expresses this theoretical error multiplied by the average residue in pixels. This explains why the dense matching process had to be subsampled in order to stay below the theoretical maximal graphical error threshold. The final point-cloud from our automated UAV has been achieved with a scale factor of four (i.e., one point for 16 pixels; see Table 6 ) during the sense matching process and is comparable to the manual DLSR one using the same setting. 
Discussion
The latest evolution of computer vision algorithms brings photogrammetric solutions in conjunction with commercial UAVs. In [19] , three chosen photogrammetric software programs, PhotoScan, Pix4Dmapper and MicMac, are used to analyze different regions of interest in distinct scenery. Errors in geolocation are examined, confirming other recent scientific studies that MicMac is able to achieve the best results in photogrammetric reconstruction. Concerning the robotic platform, the comparison of the use of a low-cost lightweight commercial UAV to the open-source quadrotor in use for our experiments is beyond the scope of this work. In the controlled environment of our study, the low-cost and open-source quadrotor X4-MaG is particularly suited to the automated flights inside the Vicon motion capture system together with an automated and object-based approach, which takes into account the morphology of the CH. Moreover, the use of a very lightweight drone prevents from damages in case of a collision with the CH object. The proposed 3D reconstruction system has some great advantages: (i) it can approach remote areas to determine the overall shape of an architectural object; and (ii) it is able to fill in some large occluded areas, which may occur in the case of manual acquisition, as shown in Figure 9d between the two volutes. The level of uncertainty of the reconstruction naturally increased when a micro-camera embedded in a lightweight quadrotor robot was used. This means that even with an improved image quality and an optimized data processing, the low cost embedded camera is not yet able to reconstitute the finest details of a cultural heritage object: this may be due to the lack stabilization (i.e., UAV flight, vibrations) and the low-cost small sensor camera. Nevertheless, despite these technical issues [20] , the result obtained in Figure 9c shows an efficient exploitation of the sensor capacities in terms of the signal/noise ratio. The comparison with the DSLR model proves that we could get a similar result regarding the density, as well as the consistency of the global shape. Hence, this presented system could be an alternative or complementary solution to acquire data when a tricky photogrammetric survey using long focal length (i.e., beyond 100 mm) is too complicated to setup or does not give accurate enough results.
The picture quality is paramount in the field of photogrammetric 3D reconstruction, but the level of performance of the 3D model was limited by the resolution of the sensor used, the vibrations caused by the robot's flight and the sharpness of the photographs taken in-flight: these factors may mainly explain the differences observed with the 3D model obtained using a reflex camera. The automated MicMac pipeline can be used to process the in-flight images with very little human intervention. All in all, this is the first step towards a fully-automated reconstruction procedure based on the use of a miniature low-cost quadrotor, which is a new powerful tool for close-range photogrammetry in terms of its completeness, accuracy and quickness. During the present experiments, the lighting condition inside the Vicon camera-based motion capture system is fully controlled. For outdoor applications in the presence of shadows coming from buildings or mountains, the 3D reconstruction can be sometimes problematic. CH reconstruction indoors when the lights are inhomogeneous using a quadrotor is also beyond the scope of this work, and it raises some important points, such as colorimetric issues, moving light, shadow, and so on. This paper describes a first attempt at a shape-adapted data acquisition protocol; the current symmetric morphology of our case-study leads us to apply this 2D discrimination protocol (average profile in altitude seems relevant), but could be expanded to more complex objects by an octree-based approach. It was also established here that the present process can be used to reconstruct and scale a 3D model despite the fact that the camera's position and direction are not exactly known. Possible ways of upgrading this procedure are:
• to use a miniature camera endowed with an internal stabilizer, • to reduce the infrastructure cost by further improving the trade-off between accurate timing synchronization and the need to determine the camera's position and direction accurately.
From a technical point of view, some improvements have to be performed in terms of hardware and software. In our opinion, (i) the best synchronization of the camera triggering can be obtained using a Linux real-time Kernel running on the Raspberry Pi; and (ii) a low-cost local positioning system [21] might suffice to avoid having to use a costly motion capture system and to obtain a satisfactory trade-off in terms of the quality of the 3D reconstruction. Furthermore, the photogrammetric data processing could integrate some updated features (e.g., tie-points reduction, initial orientation using a trifocal tensor) for a gain of robustness and velocity in the computation stage. This experiment has also to be seen in terms of the applications for the survey and the studies of CH artifacts by filling a gap to digitize remote objects and the ability to monitor their states. Firstly, this kind of system would be valuable help and an efficient solution for the survey of remote objects (e.g., vaults, capitals, pinnacles) where physical access is delicate or impossible. Secondly, as the system provides direct ground truth measurement in an automated process, it could be used for the follow-up of an artifact by giving the opportunity to reproduce a data acquisition to get a comparable dataset at different temporal states. Thus, one step forward could be to focus the development of this prototype to be dedicated to the monitoring issue of CH artifacts by linking this smart and innovative data acquisition device with data processing solutions to assess and quantify the degradation phenomena [22] .
Conclusions
Thanks to the accurate motion capture system mounted onboard, the small, low-cost quadrotor equipped with a miniature low-resolution Raspberry Pi camera module presented here can deliver photographs of a sufficiently high quality to accurately produce a 3D model of a cultural heritage artifact. Three hundred sixty photographs were taken in-flight every 2 s at a linear speed of 2.5 cm·s −1 to ensure the efficient coverage of the work of art targeted. Despite the small size of the target, a high number of photographs was requested with regards to the small size of the sensor and for safety to prevent from potential motion blur in the acquired image in flight. In the future, we endeavor the implementation of an additional camera to create a stereo pair to make the dense matching process even better. The robot was accurately piloted in the flying arena using a ground-truth Vicon system with which a closed-loop control system was implemented. The image set acquired during the first circular flight gave the artifact's 2D shape. The second trajectory was smartly generated, using this artifact's 2D shape to detect the details of the artifact's surface more closely during the second flight. The automated miniature flying camera succeeded in following the newly-defined trajectory and building a more detailed picture of the artifact while keeping a safe distance from it. The automatic generation of the second trajectory could also be pursued by a third one using finer approaches based on voxels and/or octree quantification until occlusion will be totally filled by the integration of a next-best view planning algorithm [23] . The quality of the final 3D reconstruction based on the two combined image sets was encouraging in comparison with the 3D model obtained with a manually-operated and heavy reflex camera; moreover, this first result still could be slightly improved adding a second camera to create a rigid block stereo pair system to help the dense matching process. No benchmarking has been done, but the automated acquisition and processing allow one to save time that could be used to repeat the experiments and to multiply the 3D digitization campaign. The improved efficiency of close-range photogrammetric methods in terms of their completeness, accuracy and quickness should lead to the development of flexible frameworks for using these new surveying techniques to transmit knowledge around the world. The complete automation of the whole 3D digitization pipeline will soon make it possible to create huge collections of digital models, and the future development of reproducible processes will no doubt open new paths for monitoring the aging of CH artifacts.
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